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RIDE
THE CONNECTION
For those of you with a passion for motorcycles written in your DNA, experience the thrill of speed and the wind, the rush
of a gear change, the adrenaline of movement and leaning and the planning of adventures on long trips, INTERPHONE
dedicates communication devices and functional accessories to your search for performance. You've tried it many
times: communicating in motion is an essential need. INTERPHONE research presents an authentic upgrade for
freedom in intercommunication and in Hi-Tech sound quality.
Single and couple devices compatible with all helmets, multi-user connections, an increasingly broad extension
range, ease of use and high performance batteries with rapid charging. Innovative companions essential on your
trips, long or short, to give you the freedom to stay connected: with your travel companions, with your music
or your road. Simple High-Tech functions, for those with their heart in the engine and a head for technology
and safety.

From the experience

leader in smartphone accessories

interphone.com
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Full optional connection to
enjoy your world on two
wheels
Interphone Tour is the flagship product of the Interphone line of

Battery life
up to 25 hours
with Rapid Charging

It is compatible with all types
of helmet and is easy to install

Cellularline®. Constructive quality at the highest levels and elegant
shapes characterise the most powerful and at the same time easy to
use intercom, just one in the range.
It is compatible with all smartphones fitted with Bluetooth®
technology to receive and make calls, to listen to music and to

Communication is possible between
up to four motorcyclists up to a
maximum distance of 1.5 km

follow Sat Nav directions en route.
Interphone App for
Android and Apple smartphones.

INTERPHOTOUR - single kit € 239.00
INTERPHOTOURTP - double kit € 459.00

RIDE THE CONNECTION AND
EXPERIENCE THE PASSION IN
FULL SAFETY
Interphone Sport is the intercom dedicated to those who love
constantly being connected. It is the ideal travel companion to have

it is compatible with
all types of helmets and
is easy to install

Use it to listen to music in
Hi-Fi quality, to your favourite
radio stations and to receive
Sat Nav directions

fun, sharing the emotions of a ride out with friends.
Interphone Sport automatically reconnects in case of loss of
connection with the other bikes. It allows communication with
up to 4 users with a maximum distance of 1km and boasts a

Receive and make calls non-stop thanks
to the long battery life

range of up to 20 hours of use.
Interphone App for
Android and Apple smartphones.

INTERPHOSPORT - single kit € 209.00
INTERPHOSPORTTP - double kit € 369.00

new!

ULTRA-COMPACT COMMUNICATION
FOR YOUR HELMET
Interphone Edge is the ideal solution for anyone seeking to enjoy the
mix of functionality and technology. The compact design of Edge

Up to 12 hours of autonomy

Automatic reconnection and
T.T.S. voice guidance

allows riders to easily access multiple functions to ensure riding in
complete safety. The ease of use in no way reduces the aesthetics
that, in the Edge, ensure compact functionality in the helmet.
Edge is compatible with all helmets, with intercoms from other
brands and with previous Interphone models. The Hi-Fi audio

Communication is possible between
up to four motorcyclists up to a
maximum distance of 1 km

quality makes the radio and music listening experience second
to none.
INTERPHOEDGE - single kit € 189.00
INTERPHOEDGETP - double kit € 329.00

new!

ONE-TO-ONE CONNECTION FOR
THOSE WITH A PASSION FOR
ENGINES
Interphone Link is ideal for rider - rider communication, for distances

it is compatible with
all types of helmets and
is easy to install
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Up to 15 hours of autonomy

of up to 300 meters or rider - passenger communication.
Suitable for anyone who loves to travel while remaining
connected, sharing the excitement of the trip or the useful
information along the way.

Interphone App for
Android and Apple smartphones.

Hi-Fi audio quality to listen to radio
and music

INTERPHOLINK - single kit € 159.00
INTERPHOLINKTP - double kit € 279.00

your helmet
CONNECTED to your world
In the city, on holiday, on the way home or to work, returning from the sea or straight to Sunday to the lake, constantly
moving through life and on two wheels, enjoying the freedom to stay connected with your entire world. INTERPHONE
dedicates a specific line of communication devices and accessories to your search for ever sophisticated efficiency
in the details of the aesthetics combined with the most advanced technology, whether for commitments or for
relaxation . On the move communicate with your friends whenever you want, travel with your playlist or favourite
radio station or listen to the indispensable advice of the Sat Nav.
And if you are not by yourself, either as a rider or passenger, communicate in excellent sound quality above the
noise of the wind, horns and surrounding sounds. Narrate and experience emotions in freedom thanks to the
INTERPHONE technology with multi-user connection, Bluetooth® standard, voice commands and simple
clicks to enter music, chat or navigator mode. An authentic upgrade of freedom and safety on two wheels.
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CHOOSE THE DESIGN AND
FREEDOM OF STAYING
CONNECTED
Interphone Shape is the perfect mix between a cool design and a high

Essential design

It enables communication
between rider and passenger

performance interphone. It allows careful riders to communicate
with their passenger without interfering with the style of the helmet.
Receive calls and follow the directions of the Sat Nav in Bluetooth®
connection.
It offers a range of up to 12 hours, high resistance to

Direct access to ultra-sensitive
functions and buttons

weathering and, thanks to the crystal quality sound, high
audio performance.
INTERPHOSHAPE - single kit € 129.00
INTERPHOSHAPETP - double kit € 239.00

THE SIMPLICITY TO RIDE AND
COMMUNICATE WITH YOUR
WORLD
Enhance your trips around town with Interphone Start, the smallest

Essential design
optimised in 2 cm

Waterproof, anti-dust and
shock-resistant

and highest performing intercom.
Suitable for those who, alone or with a passenger, make short trips
for work or for pleasure without having to give up communication
with their world. The dual stereo headset ensures clear sound.
The Bluetooth® connection with smartphones and GPS

Listen to music and share it with
your passenger and receive Sat Nav
directions

navigators is a safety upgrade. The design is incredibly
streamlined and elegant, for those who love city style.
BTSTART - single kit € 89.00
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Get the most from your
interphone
On a motorcycle, on a scooter, for free time, while practising sport, alone or in company... being connected
is a constant need.
Interphone turns the Stay in Touch concept designing accessories able to improve and enhance
interphone functions. A line dedicated to Tour, Sport, Link and Urban, a series of products able to
increase the performance of the devices, expanding the way they are used and the opportunities to
communicate.

Pro Sound audio kit for Shoei helmets:
Neotec, Neotec2, GT Air, J Cruise, NXR

Pro Sound audio kit for
Schuberth helmets: C3, C3PRO, E1

Pro Sound audio kit for
HJC helmets: RPHA and FG series

Pro Sound audio kit for Shark helmets:
Evoline, Spartan, Skwal, Vancore

MICINTERPHOSHO18

MICINTERPHOSCHU18

MICINTERPHOHJC

MICINTERPHOSHARK

Audio kit to fully enjoy the Hi-Fi quality of intercoms, microphones designed to exclude external
noise and to enjoy conversations without interference, earphones for use without a helmet that
ensure the intercom is an excellent technological companion when practising outdoor sports
and on the move.
From the experience

€ 59.99
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interphone.com

€ 59.99

€ 59.99

€ 59.99

Microphone for helmets with jack flat

Microphone for helmets jet modulari helmets

Universal kit

Earphone adapter 3.5 mm

Universal audio kit with Data/USB micro-USB recharge cable

Micro AUX cable
3.5 mm jack USB

MICBOOMFLATSP

MICBOOMSP

MICINTERPHOFLAT

Conauf6

USBDATACABMICROUSB

INTERPHOAUXCABLE

Assorted spare parts

Premium Pro Sound Microphone

Premium Pro Sound Microphone
with jack flat

Jack earphone adapter 3.5 mm

Multifunction earphone for use
without helmet

KITINTERPHONESP

MICPROSOUNDSP

MICPROSOUNDFLAT

Interphoearbud

Auinearf6

€ 12.90

€ 9.99

€ 12.90

€ 15.90

€ 29.99

€ 15.90

€ 29.99

€ 19.90

€ 9.99

€ 44.90

€ 9.90

SMARTPHONE WITH YOU IN
COMPLETE SAFETY
The freedom to stay in contact is represented by a line of supports, dedicated or universal, to bring the
smartphone into the saddle, in complete safety.
The cases and brackets meet a variety of needs, aesthetic, practical and protection-related. Ease of
use and technology come together in universal or dedicated solutions allowing everyone to find the
right product for their device.
On motorbikes or scooters there are many ways to mount your smartphone, the cases are in fact
compatible with all the Cellularline optional brackets allowing use of the phone on any twowheeled vehicle. On a scooter, for example, it is possible to use the optional rear-view mirror
bracket (SSP) while a fixing bracket for tubular handlebars is included in each pack.
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icase
Smartphone in motion
always with you

Code
SMIPHONE7PLUS
Compatible with:
iPhone 8 Plus,
iPhone 7 Plus,
iPhone 6 Plus

Code
SMIPHONEX
Compatible with:
iPhone X

€ 49.90

procase
Full Samsung protection

Full protection for the iPhone

Sturdy external structure and
inner protection silicone

Inner anti-shock and silicon structure

“Slidelock” closure for practical use

 ater-resistant (ipx4),
W
snow, shock, drops

Innovative and ergonomic lines

€ 49.90

Maximum protection against water
(ipx4), snow, shock, drops

Adjustable bracket

Charging also in use
Safety strap

€ 59.90

Photos and videos on the move

Smartphone that can be activated
from its case
Videos and photos on the move

Code
SMGALAXYS8PLUS
Compatible with:
Samsung Galaxy S8 Plus,
Galaxy S7 Edge,
Galaxy S6 Edge Plus,
Galaxy Note 4,
Galaxy Note 3

Code
SMIPHONE7
Compatible with:
iPhone 8,
iPhone 7,
iPhone 6

€ 49.90

Recharge in use and also in the
event of rain
Safety strap

Code
SMGALAXYS8
Compatible with:
Samsung S9,
Samsung Galaxy S8,
Galaxy S7,
Galaxy S6,
Galaxy S6 Edge

€ 59.90

moto cradle
ULTRA SLIM DESIGN,
MINIMAL SIZE

Code
SMMOTOCRADLEIP7PL
Compatible with:
iPhone 8 Plus,
iPhone 7 Plus,
iPhone 6 Plus

€ 24.90

motocrab
Practical and fast, ideal for the city
Universal bike support

Compact, minimal size and maximum functionality

Practical, fast, ideal for the city

Ultra slim design for quick installation

EasyClip, rapid attachment and detachment system

Silicone protection system in the four corners

Spider, silicone protection system

IPhone support without case

Also compatible with phones with case

Fixing bracket for tubular handlebars with
diameter between 16 and 30 mm

Code
SMMOTOCRADLEIP7
Compatible with:
iPhone 8,
iPhone 7,
iPhone 6

€ 24.90

Code
SMMOTOCRAB
compatible with:
universal

€ 34.90

UNICASE

brackets
Code
SMSMART52
Compatible with:
smartphone up to 5,2’’

handlebar phone-holder practical and
functional

Mirror bracket

Spare part bracket for motorcycles

Spare part bracket
for scooters

Bracket for maxi handlebar
up to 50 mm in diameter

Suction cup support
for cars

SMCLIP

SUCTIONCUP

€ 39.99

Universal compatibility
For motorcycles and bicycles
Sturdy shock-resistant case

SSP

Waterproof, it protects mobiles

€ 19.99

against shock and weathering

Code
SMSMART60
Compatible with:
smartphone up to 6.0’’

€ 39.99

SMI

SSC

€ 12.99

€ 19.99

U-bracket for tubular handlebars
from 12 to 30 mm in diameter

Riser bracket with M8 x
55/60/65 mm bolts

SMU

SMRISER

€ 19.99

Head pipe bracket
with diameter from 15 to 17.2 mm

€ 12.90

Head pipe bracket
with diameter from 17 to 20.5 mm

Code
SMSMART45
Compatible with:
smartphone up to 4.5’’

€ 39.99

€ 19.99

€ 19.90

SMSTEERING15

€ 19.90

SMSTEERING17

€ 19.90

ADAPTERS and
POWER BANKS

Outlet adapter cable
cigarette lighter / DIN outlet
12V adapter cable with
DIN connector which
allows the multiple
charging of electronic
devices on motorcycles.
Cable length 22 cm.

A constant boost for your experience on the move
In the saddle it's no longer the batteries of your devices that set the pace.
The Interphone line of accessories offers various solutions for charging in motion so now running
out of power is impossible.

Double handlebar USB
socket

Double USB din
adapter
12 V adapter with
double USB socket DIN
connector. Equipped
with protective cap it is
practical and wireless.
Input DC 12V-24V
Output DC 5V 2A.

Tubular handlebar power
kit for motorcycles with
double USB socket.
Protective cap
DC 5V- 2A Output.
3A fuse.
Cable length 150 cm

ACCMOTOADAPTER

ACCMOTO2USB

ACCMOTODIN2USB

DIN adapter

Cigarette lighter outlet on
handlebar

Power bank

€ 12.99

€ 29.99

12 V adapter with DIN
connector.
Power supply via
cigarette lighter outlet
Dimensions 7 x 2.4 cm.

Cables, sockets, adapters and power banks designed to infinitely extend the driving experience.

ACCMOTODIN

€ 12.99

€ 19.99

Tubular handlebar power
kit for motorcycles with
cigarette lighter outlet.
Protective cap
Cable length 150 cm
15A fuse.

ACCMOTOSOCKET

€ 19.99

INTPOWERBANK2200K

€ 12.90

MICINTERPHOSHO18
SAMSUNG S8

TOMTOM

From the long experience in the field of smartphone accessories,

INTPOWERBANK2200K

Cellularline has created Interphone:
a special division, focused on technological know-how, which
produces a complete range of Bluetooth® products
designed to improve and redefine communication on the move,
ensuring a safer and more exciting experience.
SMGALAXYS8PLUS

USBDATACABMICROUSB
HELMET

www.interphone.com

